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ABSTRACT 

A Nuclear Study Utilizing the Faddeev Equations 

Clyde Alex McMahan 

The Faddeev equations with separable two-body scattering 

amplitudes are used to calculate the binding energy of the three-alpha 

system. We find a value of the binding energy in reasonable agree¬ 

ment with the experiment value. Using separable potentials of the 

Yamaguchi, Tabakin, and Barbour-Schult types to generate the 

S-wave scattering amplitudes, we find the three-body bound state is 

not extremely sensitive to the form of the two-body interaction. We 

also find the admixed D-state contributes little to the three-body 

binding energy. With a view to future studies, a set of separable 

potentials is presented to describe neutron-alpha scattering. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the historic work of L. D. Faddeev (1, 2, 3, 4), the 

quantum mechanical problem of the interaction of three non- 

relativistic particles has been systematized and reduced to the prob¬ 

lem of solving a set of coupled integral equations for a three-particle 

T-matrix closely analogous to the two-body t-matrix. The integral 

equations for T can be solved numerically provided certain simpli¬ 

fying representations of the two-body t-matrix are used which reduce 

the integral equations to one dimensional equations. 

The approximation usually made to simplify the equations is 

that of approximating the two-particle scattering amplitude by a func¬ 

tion separable in the initial and final momenta. This approximation 

has been given justification by Lovelace (5) in the neighborhood of a 

bound state or resonance. 

At the present time, a large number of three-body problems 

has been solved with this limitation. Lovelace has derived equations 

for the rearrangement scattering amplitude for three particles 

interacting through separable S-wave potentials. These equations 

have been solved numerically by Phillips (6) for the case of 

1 
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neutron-deuteron elastic and inelastic scattering taking account of the 

nucleon-nucleon 3Si and 1S0 interactions via deuteron and singlet 

deuteron quasi-particles. Phillips found it necessary to include a 

repulsive three-body force in the doublet channel to obtain agreement 

with the triton binding energy and the n-D scattering length. 

Amado and his co-workers (7, 8, 9, 10, 11), using a model 

derivable from the Faddeev equations but interpreted in field theore¬ 

tic terms, have treated some aspects of the three-nucleon problem. 

They found good agreement with experiment for the cases of n-D 

elastic and inelastic scattering. 

Good results have also been obtained for the three-nucleon 

problem by Mitra and his co-workers (12, 13, 14, 15) who based 

their analysis directly upon the Schrodinger equation with separable 

potentials. 

Ahmadzadeh and Tjon (16) have applied the Faddeev equations 

to the study of the pion as a three-particle bound state. Using the 

separable approximation they reduced the Faddeev equations to one 

dimensional equations which reduce to one equation for identical 

particles. With relativistic kinematics and the effective range 

formula of Chew and Mandelstam (17) to approximate the two-body 

scattering amplitude, they found the pion as a three-particle bound 

state with total angular momentum zero, isospin one and odd parity. 
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The results, however, were found to be strongly dependent on the 

two-body form factor. 

Hetherington and Schick (18, 19, 20) have solved the Faddeev 

equations with separable S-wave potentials chosen . to simulate K-D 

elastic scattering taking full account of the spin, isospin, and the K 

meson and n-p mass splitting. They were interested in comparing 

the results of the impulse approximation and double-scattering 

approximation with the results of the full multiple scattering including 

all rescattering corrections. They found significant corrections at 

the energies where the calculations were performed. 

Shanley (21) has recently reported an analysis of Li6 and low 

energy deuteron-alpha scattering as a three-body problem in which 

the alpha particle was assumed to be structureless and the Coulomb 

effects were neglected. The n-p interaction was taken to be S-wave 

and the n-a interaction was chosen to reproduce the low energy 

phase shifts in the 1/2+ , 3/2 “, and 1/2“ states. The problem 

was solved for the T = 0 and T = 1 states of Li6 and for d-a 

scattering up to 10 MEV. The results were in general agreement 

with experiment and exhibited the T = 1+ ground state of Li6 as 

well as the low energy D-wave resonance in d-a. scattering. 

Barbour and Schult (22) have derived the Faddeev equations 

for the K—*- 3 Tf amplitude using non-local S- and P-wave separable 
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potentials. Numerical solutions were done for the S-wave case. 

They found the shape of the decay spectrum insensitive to the shape of 

the potential. Some aspects of three-body states in the presence of a 

resonance were investigated. 

Gale and Duck (23) have investigated the possibility that the 

pion-nucleon (3 , 3) resonance is sufficient to produce a three- 

particle N-N-TT bound state. Only the interactions in the most 

important N-Tf channels were included. AT = 2 + , T = 2 bound 

state was found in the non-relativistic case, but the use of a relativ¬ 

istic propagator moved the bound state to a resonance. 

Harrington (24) has treated the three-alpha system using the 

Faddeev equations with separable S-wave interactions. Using 

charged spheres as an estimate of the Coulomb, interaction energy he 

found a reasonable value for the binding energy of C13. He did not 

find any of the excited states of C12, however. 

Duck (25), in studying the three-alpha particle system with the 

Faddeev equations and a separable two-body scattering amplitude, 

found no bound states and only one resonance for the system if the 

alpha-particle structure was ignored and the alpha-alpha interaction 

was taken as an S-wave resonance. This resonance could be driven 

to negative energies only by using an unreasonable off-shell depen¬ 

dence of the two-particle scattering amplitude. Duck (26) has also 
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studied this problem in the continuum scattering states using a 

phenomenological approach with an aim to understanding the 

experimental results. 

Wong, et al. (27), have not used separable potentials, but 

have instead used a separable function expansion for the two-body t- 

matrix with local potentials. They have shown that the ground state 

and the first excited state of a three-body system can be calculated 

fairly accurately by keeping only the first few terms of the expansion. 

They have applied these methods to a single attractive Yukawa poten¬ 

tial for three identical spinless bosons, the (e~, e“, e+) system 

with pure Coulomb interaction, and the three-alpha system using a 

phenomenological potential derived from alpha-alpha scattering data. 

One of the main interests in the three-alpha particle problem 

is that it represents a physical example of a three-body problem with 

overlapping two-body resonances. This is a fundamental problem 

which has not, as yet, been fully understood, nor, in fact, investi¬ 

gated in great detail although there are some controversial results 

due to Schmid (28) and to Aitchison (29). 

The problem is also interesting because of the experimental 

results obtained at Rice University by Bronson, et al. (30, 31). They 

studied the reaction B11 (p, 2 a) He4 at several proton bombarding 

energies. These energies excite several resonant states of C12 . 
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Two of the three final alpha particles were detected in coincidence 

and thus the kinematics of the reaction were uniquely determined. 

The reaction was found to be a sequential two-body decay involving the 

ground and first excited states of Be8. The direct three-body decay 

was found to be less than 5 percent. Bronson, et al., concluded that 

the decay is a predominantly sequential two-body decay with a cross 

section of 100 to 200 mb , which is comparable to the geometric 

cross section. These facts imply that C13, in the energy region 

between 17 and 21 MEV, has a strong cluster configuration of an 
J 

alpha particle plus a Be8 nucleus in either the ground or first 

excited state. 

In the present work, the three-alpha problem is treated in the 

absence of the Coulomb interaction. Because of the neglect of this 

interaction the alpha-alpha interaction is assumed to be dominated by 

a bound state with the difference between the assumed bound state 

energy and the experimentally observed resonance energy accounted 

for by the Coulomb interaction. With this in mind, a set of potentials 

of the Barbour-Schult and Tabakin (32, 33) types are constructed to 

describe the alpha-alpha interaction. This problem is carried only 

to a numerical solution for the binding energy. The numerical work 

in this calculation is straightforward because the integral equations 

are non-singular. We investigate the sensitivity of the binding 
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energy to the shape of the two-body potential and also the sensitivity 

to an admixed D-state. 

With a view to work on d-He4 (since reported by Shanley) and 

Be9 (y, n), we present a set of neutron-alpha separable potentials. 

In the near future we hope to extend these calculations to a 

search for excited states of C12, and to describe the continuum 

scattering states. The calculations for these problems are more 

difficult because of the singularities of the integral equations. 

Chapter II, Reduction of the Faddeev Equations, is divided 

into three sections. In the first section an outline of a derivation of 

the Faddeev equations is presented along with a reduction to one 

equation by considering particle identity. The second section pre¬ 

sents an angular momentum decomposition of the equation, and the 

third section presents the reduction to a set of one-dimensional 

integral equations through use of the separable approximation. 

Chapter III contains a discussion of the two-body alpha-alpha 

potentials used in this study. 

Chapter IV outlines the methods used for a numerical solution 

of the binding energy of the three-alpha system. 

Chapter V contains the discussion of the results of the study, 

and the conclusions are presented in Chapter VI. 
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There are three appendices. A set of separable potentials to 

describe neutron-alpha scattering is presented in Appendix A. The 

details of the angular momentum decomposition are treated in 

Appendix B, and Appendix C comprises the details of the separable 

approximation. 



CHAPTER II 

REDUCTION OF THE FADDEEV EQUATIONS 

A. DERIVATION OF THE FADDEEV EQUATIONS 

Faddeev (1) begins his derivation by writing the complete 

Green’s function in terms of an operator T, 

G = Go - GoTGo 

so that T satisfies 

T = V - VGoT. 

By iterating this equation and considering only pair interactions, 

T = Vi + V8 + Va - (Vi + V3 + V3) Go (Vi + V2 + Va) + .... 

Reconstructing the series, 

T = Vx - Vi Go Vx + VxGoVxGoVi - ... 

+ Vs - V3GOV3 + ... + V3 - V3G0V3 + ... 
(2.1) 

+ (Vi - V1G0V1 + ...) Go (Va - Vs Go Va + ...) 

"f“ • • • • 

Denoting tx by the series 

ti = Vx - V1G0V1 + ... , 

we see that tx is the solution of the equation 

tx = Vx - Vx Go tx . 

9 
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Likewise, t2 and tg are similarly introduced. Equation (2.1) can 

be written in terms of these operators with the result 

T = ti + tg + tg — ti Go t2 — ti Go tg + . . . . 

We represent T as a sum of three terms 

T = T1 + T3 + T3 

where T1 satisfies the equation 

T1 = Vi - ViGoT 

with similar definitions for T3 and T3. These operators satisfy 

a coupled set of equations, which are conveniently written in matrix 

form as 

These equations have also been derived by Faddeev (4) without the 

use of perturbation theory. Tj. is the terms in T corresponding to 

the pair (i) interacting last, tt is the two-particle t-matrix of the 

pair (i) in the three-particle Hilbert space, and G0 is the three- 

particle free Green's function. The pair (i) is labeled, for example, 

by . (1) or equivalently by the pair (2, 3). Figure 1 will make clear 

the meaning of Ti as the terms in T corresponding to the pair (i) 

interacting last. The solid lines represent the particles (1, 2, 3), 

and the connecting dotted lines represent the full off-energy-shell 
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two-particle scattering amplitude t. The blobs represent the full 

three-particle T-matrix. 

In the case of three identical particles, the T1 are related by 

the symmetry conditions 

T3 = 

T3 = (—1)£+L T1 , 

where 

e = 1 for fermions 

e = 0 for bosons 

and L and 1/ are relative angular momenta. Since we are dealing 

with bosons and all relative angular momenta are even, the Faddeev 

equations reduce to the single equation 

T1 = tx - 2txG0T
1 . (2.2) 

B. ANGULAR MOMENTUM DECOMPOSITION 

It is convenient to factor out of Equation (2. 2) the conservation 

of total momentum S function and work entirely in the system in 

which the total linear momentum is zero. Therefore, it is necessary 

to specify only two independent vector quantities in order to determine 

the state of the system. 

Throughout this paper, the convention ma = ft = c = 1 is 

used. 



Figure 1 

A diagrammatic representation of the Faddeev equations. 
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Taking rt as the position vector of particle i in the total 

center of mass system, it follows that 

r3o 

where 

r3o = vector to particle 3 from the center of mass 

of the 2 , 3 subsystem. 

Corresponding to the r3o, 

Ps - Pa 
2 

P3c = Ki , 

where p indicates momentum. 

Similar relations among pi0 may be obtained by cyclic 

interchange of subscripts. 

Take for the final state of the system the states specified by 

I Pi, Pa, = I Pi, Ki} = |p2, = |p3, Ka >? 

with the normalization 

K,'lp,, Ki } = (2n)6e3(pi' - p,) 63
(K/ - K,) . 

Specify the initial state of the system by |ptf> . 

Taking matrix elements of the Faddeev equation, 

£Pi', KiiTHsJlp^ = ^'|tx(s)|p'> 

- 2 J'd3pad:aKsfp1', K/lt^sJl^, K3^ (2.3) 

G(s, CpDjTPg, Kg|T1(s)|p"> , 

where a complete set of states has been inserted. 
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Since the interaction conserves total angular momentum, a 

partial wave expansion is made in order to reduce the dimensions of 

the problem (details are discussed in Appendix B). The result of that 

partial wave expansion follows: 

<» 

Ifi'-tAl 

  If r'\/L $ cr'\ 
fa 2L + ‘ Uv »£' J\ O -tojj 
&»} 

Mo'. 

faK.'L'l t, (s - -f f/x)l k, L') 

(/{Jt, KL, T\'l Tfa) | ]. 

Thus the problem has been reduced to a two dimensional 

integral equation. Even so, a numerical solution is beyond the capa¬ 

bility of present day electronic computers; consequently, further 

reduction to an equation of one dimension is required. 
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C. SEPARABLE APPROXIMATION 

In order to accomplish this reduction to one dimensional 

integral equations, it appears necessary to assume a separable form 

for the two-particle scattering amplitudes. We choose to generate 

these separable amplitudes by the use of non-local separable poten¬ 

tials. In any case, the two-particle t-matrix is written in the form 

<p'|t(s)|p> = . 

Applying the approximation to the integral equation, in the 

case of a one-term separable potential, it follows (details are shown 

in Appendix C) that 

32 fir 
™ ,f, + ifi 

DL,(S-*/<//>, >/.v j" \ t 

)L. J*2L-f-1 Ih, M . 
JL L n:i* 

L ' X‘ T' \f L A T' 

i 
f*»l 

WjL / \ 0 Mg -/fig 

Hv/) 
VL' (k,) VL(H1) (px i L Jr'#// Tcs) I jo")]. 



where 

<V*', K1'L',j'm./|T1(s)|p'> = (Pi'l'L' j'm/1T^sllp^ 

Now the problem is reduced to a one dimensional integral 

equation which can be solved numerically. 



CHAPTER IH 

ALPHA-ALPHA INTERACTIONS 

The Schrodinger equation with a non-local potential 

(E - Ho)Y(r) = /(fVvOr, r') Y(r') 

reduces to a system of linear algebraic equations if the non-local 

potential is also separable, 

V(r, r') = V(r)W(r'). 

Considering a multi-term separable potential in S-waves only, then 

V(f, ?') = 2 V,(r) X, V,(r') , 

where (i) labels the terms of the potential. Written in matrix form, 

V(r, ?') = V(r)XV(r'), 

where X is a diagonal matrix and the Fourier transform 

(p|v|p') = V(p)XV(p') 

with 

V(p) = Jd3r e"i5,; V(r) . 

The scattering amplitudes are of the form 

<K'^|t(s)|K^> = XVJJ(K) TX(S) V(K') , 

where 

T""1 (s) 1 + 
2\'r«(f dqV/ (q) . 
"TT J0 qa — s + i e 

16 
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On the energy shell, 

<K 11 t,is)\ Kjy = - 

where && is the phase shift for the partial wave with angular 

momentum i . 

The simplest separable potential is of the Yamaguchi (34, 35) 

form 

V (K) = (K3 + 32)-1 , 

where K is the incident momentum and 3 is a range parameter. 

This potential is very limited and will not generate a resonance. 

The Barbour-Schult potential is capable of generating a 

resonance but it will not reproduce the alpha-alpha S-wave resonance. 

Because of this, we decided to treat the problem assuming a bound 

state for Be8. A potential of the Tabakin form is also used to de¬ 

scribe the S-wave interaction and the D-wave interaction. The 

parameters for these potentials are chosen to fit the experimental 

data (36, 37) with the Coulomb effects removed. 

Use is made of Harrington’s (38) treatment of two charged 

particles interacting via a separable potential and a long range 

Coulomb potential. Harrington’s choice of the separable potential 

was of the Yamaguchi form. The effects of the Coulomb potential are 

taken care of by multiplying by a charge dependent factor. Thus, 



1*1 (K/$) 
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where 

V(k) CJ^) e 

go (K) = Coulomb corrected separable potential 

t) = p ei e2 /K 

2, . 2 TT ri 
Co On) = e

3TrT^ — 1 ’ 

The Coulomb corrected phase shifts, 6SC> are given by 

Key cot Sec = - (r+f) e' V,? A (r/f\l i-XlOr)] 

where 

Harrington and Monga (3 9) made an expansion of T (K) in order to 

obtain a relation between the effective range parameters with the 

Coulomb interaction and the effective range parameters with the 

Coulomb effects removed. 

Using the effective range parameters determined from 

experiment by Russell, etal. (36), the corresponding uncorrected 

parameters were found to be 

ao = 4.1 F 

r0 = 2.27 F. 
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These parameters correspond to the potential parameters 

.736 F"1 

X = -23.6 Tf p3 . 

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the experimentally 

determined phase shifts, the calculated Coulomb corrected phase 

shifts, and the calculated uncorrected phase shifts. 

This choice of parameters leads to a bound state with 

2.91 MEV of binding. Experimentally, the Be8 nucleus is unstable 

by about 0.1 MEV. The estimation of 3.01 MEV for the Coulomb 

repulsion is thought by Harrington to be somewhat high. Nevertheless, 

these values of effective range parameters and binding energy were 

adopted for use in this study. This will allow a comparison with 

Harrington’s result. 

The Barbour-Schult potential in position space is a separable 

potential of the form 

In momentum space it has the form 

V(K, K7) = \ V(K) V(K') , 

where 

V^ ~ (K2 + f32) (K2 + p*5) 



Figure 2 

A comparison of S-wave experimental phase shifts ( 

and phase shifts calculated with the Yamaguchi potential (— 

and the Coulomb corrected Yamaguchi potential ( ). 
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P = a + i b . 

This potential generates a t-matrix of the form 

Vrtr') VfK) 

A 
<T + ~ f-} If I2 - f3- w (a* fr ( p - i %)* (<?•«• - c)?- 

The parameters 

P = .735 + i . 526 F_1 

X = -360 (Re P)7 

give the correct binding energy, scattering length, and effective 

range with the Coulomb effects removed. 

The S-wave Tabakin potential is a two-term separable 

potential. The first term is an attractive potential of the Yamaguchi 

form, and the second term is a repulsive potential simulating the hard 

core. These two terms are given by 

Vi(K) = (K2 + a2)"1 

K2 

Vs ® = [(K - d)2 + b2] C(K + d)3 + b2] * 

This produces a t-matrix 

<K'\Us)\K> = |I V‘(K'] C^fs)
XJ Vj{k) 

where the Cu(s) are the elements of the adjoint of the matrix with 

elements 
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X ;: ''' - ^ '--7 ‘f X <!> 
and 

DCs) =- PET ( Z^Cs)). 

To fit the data the parameters were found to be 

a = .735 F-1 

b = 1.0 F"1 

d =1.0 F-1 

= -41(a) 

X2 = 200 (b) . 

The phase shifts generated by the Tabakin potential and the 

Barbour-Schult potential are shown in Figure 3 . 

In the search for a suitable alpha-alpha potential, Harrington’s 

Coulomb correction was applied to the Tabakin potential. The correc¬ 

tion was only applied to the first term since the second term is not 

important at low energies where the Coulomb effects are most impor¬ 

tant. Everything is the same as in the Tabakin potential except that 

Vi(K) is replaced by g0(K). The integrations were performed 

numerically. The parameters were varied to obtain a fit to the 

experimental phase shifts. The best fit was obtained with 

a = .695 F_1 

b = . 834 F”1 



Figure 3 

A comparison of S-wave experimental phase shifts ( ) 

and phase shifts calculated with the Tabakin potential ( ) and 

the Barbour-Schult potential ( ). 
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d = . 834 F"1 

Xx = -179 a3 

X2 = 433 b3 . 

The phase shifts calculated from this potential are shown in 

Figure 4 along with the experimental results. 

However, the potential with these parameters predicts a 

binding energy of 5. 2 MEV without the Coulomb effects. This was 

thought to be much too high. 

For the D-wave interaction a Tabakin potential of the form 

V(K) 
K3 

(K3 + a3)3 

was used. 

This generates a t-matrix 

= A V(K') r(f) V(K) 

where 



Figure 4 

A comparison of experimental S-wave phase shifts (  

and phase shifts calculated using the Coulomb corrected Tabakin 

potential ( ). 
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The parameters a and X were chosen to fit the experimental 

phase shifts. They are 

a = 1.67 F_1 

X = -87 a3 . 

The phase shifts calculated with this potential are compared 

with the experimental results in Figure 5. The neglect of Coulomb 

effects is apparent at low energies and the neglect of the hard core is 

visible at high energies. 



Figure 5 

A comparison of D-wave experimental phase shifts (— 

and phase shifts calculated with a Tabakin potential ( ). 
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CHAPTER IV 

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

With the problem reduced to a set of one dimensional integral 

equations and the form of the two-body scattering amplitudes specified, 

we are now in a position to make a numerical solution of the equations. 

The equations are now in the form 

Tl' (p/, s) = cpt/ (p/, s) 

“ JTdP2 ? KL L (Pi7» P2 > s) TL (p2 , s) 

where changing to mathematical notation, the left side of the above 

equation becomes 

TL' (px/, S) = (p/^L'j'Mj'lT^sjlp'X 

the inhomogeneous term becomes 

pjfi.s) = s^)<p:x',K;LJr»r-\tl(s)\p"> 

and the kernel, 

( Pi AJ s) 
32 iFn 

DL>(s-
3/iPr) J JK[K {/>}) 

24 
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X /X77 
{H 

V V 

»L' 'V 

r' L J ?') 
O tty -ty J 

y?K,p> 
VL'(K) VL(K>1 

To obtain a numerical solution, the continuous variables are 

approximated by discrete ones. Consequently, 

TL' i (s) = Tl/ (pu, 

cpL/1 (s) = ^L' (Pll , 

KI!L(S) = KL L (pit 

The integral is approximated by a finite sum. The set of coupled 

integral equations becomes the set of coupled algebraic equations 

TTv (s) = 
h/ 
E E 
;« i--' 

K^U) ~Tg (s) A px 

where 

I = number of coupled integral equations, and 

N = number of points necessary to approximate 

the integral over p3 . 
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Now to write the equations in matrix form, let 

L 'L 

<- i'UKj -0 +L 7 ” ^P*- 

Then the coupled algebraic equations, written in matrix form, are 

T(sJ - p(s) —IKu)sf(s) 
where 

T(S)= column matrix with elements ~l~£x {!■-/) +L'~J 

Tp (S) = column matrix with elements 

IK (s) = matrix with elements 

K (S) . 
[X.(C-J) + L'Jtn {)-/) + n 

The asymptotic behavior of the wave function is given by 

De Alfaro and Regge (40), equation 5.20, as 

where f(X, K) is the Jost function. For K = ib we see that 

f (X, —K) must be zero for the function to be square integrable. The 

S-matrix is given by De Alfaro and Regge, equation 5.21, as 

f(K-K) 
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Therefore, S(X, K) has a simple pole at K = ib. Bound states 

correspond to stationary states of integer angular momentum de¬ 

scribed by the square integrable solutions of the Schrodinger equation. 

Thus we see the correspondence between a bound state and a pole at 

negative real energies. Since T = S - 1 (Wu and Ohmura [41]), 

we see that T will also have a pole at negative real energies corre¬ 

sponding to a bound state. 

T (s) has a pole at a three-body bound state but cp (s) does not, 

so that at the bound state 

[T(SB)]R£3 = - JK(SB)[T(SB)]RES . 

Since T (sB) has a non-zero residue and, thus, a non-trivial solution, 

DET[ 1 +1k'(ri) = 0. 

The numerical calculations are straightforward because there are no 

singularities of the integral equations in this region. 



CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

It was found, using the Barbour-Schult potential, and 

considering only S-wave interactions, that the binding energy of the 

three-alpha system without Coulomb effects was 11. 51 MEV. With 

the S-wave Tabakin potential, a binding energy of 11.48 MEV was 

found. Thus, it seems that the exact form of the potential is not 

important as long as the potentials produce essentially the same two- 

body interactions. Harrington, using an S-wave Yamaguchi potential, 

found a binding energy of 12. 8 MEV. The difference between these 

results is due to the fact that Harrington was using a much stronger 

two-body interaction. Examination of the phase shifts demonstrates 

this. 

Including the D-wave interaction, the binding energy was 

increased to 11.65 MEV. 

Using the formula from De Benedetti (42) to estimate the 

Coulomb repulsion between the alpha particles, it was found that this 

energy was 5. 44 MEV. This gives a binding energy of 6. 21 MEV 

for the system as compared with the experimental value of 7.28 MEV. 

28 
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Herndon and Tang (43), using a variational approach, found 

that a three-body force was necessary to increase the binding energy 

to the observed value. However, because of the limitations of the 

potentials used in this study, it is not possible to attribute the lower 

binding energy to neglect of a three-body force. 

Wong, et al., have treated this problem by expanding the 

two-body amplitudes in a sum of separable functions. These functions 

are determined by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation using a 

phenomenological potential He found a binding energy of 2. 79 MEV. 

At the moment, it is not possible to reconcile the results of this study 

with those of Wong. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the separable potential models are not extremely 

sensitive to the values of the parameters. A single parameter change 

of 10 percent does not greatly affect the phase shifts generated by 

the potentials, nor is the three-body binding energy greatly affected 

by changes in the parameters. Changes on the order of 10 percent 

in the parameters change the value of the binding energy by an amount 

less than the accuracy of the numerical calculations. In addition, the 

forms of the potential model do not have a great affect on the value of 

the binding energy as long as the two-body results are approximately 

the same. 

There are some limitations of the potentials. In particular, 

they predict a Be8 bound state whereas, experimentally, no bound 

state exists. These potentials also predict a binding energy of C12 

which is lower than the experimental value. Actually, however, there 

is no way to know the value of the Coulomb energy. A change in the 

value of the Coulomb radius would change the estimation of the energy 

and thus change the value of the C12 binding energy. The radius pre¬ 

dicted by our potentials is larger than the experimental radius. 
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Another limitation is the neglect of the hard core which seems to be 

necessary to produce the desired results at high energies. 

Further work can be pursued on this project. An extension of 

the numerical calculations to positive energies would be the first step. 

Such an extension would permit a search for excited states of the 

three-alpha system, and a description of the breakup of the system 

could be made. This would provide a better test for the potential 

models than the binding energy. A determination of methods of 

handling the Coulomb interaction also would be in order. 

It may be found that the rigid, structureless model of the 

alpha particle may be too limited. However, calculations thus far 

indicate promising results, but it is too soon to make a final 

determination. 



APPENDIX A 

NEUTRON-ALPHA SEPARABLE POTENTIALS 

This appendix presents a set of separable potentials to 

describe neutron-alpha scattering. 

The alpha particle is regarded as an entity and the problem is 

treated as a two-body problem. This assumption is valid for low 

energies. 

For the S-wave interaction, a potential of the Barbour-Schult 

form is used. This is described under alpha-alpha scattering. This is 

fitted to the experimentally determined phase shifts (44). The scatter¬ 

ing length and effective range agree with the values calculated by Pisent 

and Villi (45). In order to fit the phase shifts, it is necessary to use an 

attractive potential. This predicts an S-wave bound state of He6. A 

similar effect is found by other authors (46, 47, 48) when treating the 

neutron-alpha interaction as a two-body problem. An examination of 

the many-body problem shows that the incident neutron experiences a 

repulsive potential due to the exclusion principle. However, using a 

repulsive potential, the best fit to the phase shifts is obtained with 

p = .667 + i . 556 F_1 

X = 495 (Re P)7. 
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The calculated phase shifts are compared with the experimental 

phase shifts in Figure 6. 

For the Py2 and P3y3 interactions, a P-wave Barbour - 

Schult potential is used. This is of the form 

V(K, K') = 3XV(K)P1(K/• K)V(K'), 

where 

V(K) = (K^ + p*) (K" + p**) ' 

The corresponding t-matrix 

<K'|t(q)|K> = 3 V(K7) PI(K7 • K) T (q) V(K), 

where 

v _ 1 qs + 4 i q Re P - ftp* 
T {q)

 ~ X 16 (Re P)3 0 - i qf (p* - i qf ‘ 

The best fit to the experimental phase shifts is obtained with the 

parameters 

P = 0.5+10.5 F"1 

X = -419 (Re P)7 

for the Piinteraction and 

3 = .667 + i .654 F"1 

X = -379 (Re P)7 

for the P3/2 interaction. 

The comparison between the calculated and experimental 

phase shifts is shown for the Pi^ interaction in Figure 7 and for 
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the P3/2 interaction in Figure 8. Again the scattering length and 

effective range agree with the values obtained by Pisent and Villi. 



Figure 6 

A comparison of experimental phase shifts ( ) and 

calculated phase shifts ( ) for the Sy2 interaction. 
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Figure 7 

A comparison of experimental phase shifts ( ) 

calculated phase shifts ( ) for the Pjy3 interaction. 
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Figure 8 

A comparison of experimental phase shifts ( ) and 

calculated phase shifts ( ) for the P3//2 interaction. 
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APPENDIX B 

ANGULAR MOMENTUM DECOMPOSITION 

The purpose of this appendix is to show explicitly the angular 

momentum decomposition of the Faddeev equations. 

Recalling Equation (2.3), 

IT'&!?"> = tp/K' I t,(s)\p" > 

■2 ) iAR,'\ 

CJsfrV\<ZKlTa)lf-\ 

The expansions, 

l pJl Wjj K L ~ J JSlp JiSl.fr ri 

\pKj 1L T/nr> = 
v— / Mj> ML 

mpL \ 2- L 
*T\ 

or) 

where 

j) I P* 

yr)j mL 
1 L 

M V 

is the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient, are used throughout this appendix. 
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Applying these to Equation (2. 3), 

if; f</iTYs)jp"> = r_ yfitf y^U;) (}‘ \V j p‘) 
*>* 
L tntt 

=rV 
</>;!', K;L'7\4 TYJ)|;"> 

*£. rv (?' 
l!mLt 

< p,,JtC<^7"> 

-2 f tfx Jt\ G0(f Z 
#t0 / Q toj 

l ‘fl / L hfL 

7* WT * hi f 

\r i?;) x?'(*:)(*•: 7 | 7') 

yr(/j Y*'(V(? 7IV) 

< 

fiz Y7(^y/(K)(7 A 17) 
V 

A L> 
T /wT 

</z A, kx AJ ■> M7 IT *0)1 p "> J. 
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Since the spherical harmonics are orthogonal, the integration over 

the angular parts of ps and K2 results in the Kronecker deltas 

6Jl\ and 6 LA 
S nL • The relations among the Clebsch- 

Gordon coefficients (Edmonds [49], 3.5.4) produces 

when the coefficients are summed over m^mL. The delta functions 

are used to perform the summations with the result 

<Cf/K;n:7'j*r'iT
,(ru?*>~ V^VMIV 

-2./ ^ Go G f>?) 

£ <C / V ‘L' r VI Wi/i 4, ^ 

Z<A hj L IT Cs)\ ~f>>> 

Applying the expansions to the matrix elements of ti (s), 

,< f> K\ j 'L \ T V ItV I PA> * L ,7 

- ET ftiu / 
f”l ' 

frjl l*L 
J L 

fy>- 'V toL' I *V') 
i' L' I T'J 

(p,*yjK'Lk'l £ 
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,<f: K', iV,XV U,<W IFxK,l L , 7V, = 

- XT t”u I My) (*L' I 
hJA trtj. 

tnL *L' 
,\l L I 7 / V i i \ 7' 

» / (#2) 
d-tip/ dS2.fr/ dSlpx d SI ^ V£, (fi 

yf'W y/" (V 
,* /r>f ,# /nc 

Since the basic states are equal, it follows that 

<PiK1|t1(s)|p2K2^ = ^PiKjjMsJlpiKx} . 

The three-particle Green’s function can be written 

G(S,^P^ = 3/4 p!a + Kia - s 

or 

= Ki3 - (s - 3/4 pi2) * 

This is now in the form of a two-particle Green’s function with energy 

TTl 3 2 E = s - ?px . 

Accordingly, 

<px' Kx" | tx (s) |piKx> = (2TT)363 (p1
/-^1)<K1

,it1(s-|p1
/3)|K1> . 
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Making a partial wave expansion, 

= hnyS*(i/-jSl)?7rT(z\<-0 

P^K',-k,)<^\ | t,(s -f^) IK, A> 

y/f^) 0;'A/$ fr - -2/;)/£;A> 

Putting this into Equation (B. 2), 

;< ft 'i,' K'L'j j 'to?' I t A ^ LJ J ^ 
— 2^ 7T ^ 

fi' toQ H[Q 

mu 
Pi/C 

ynu I fay 

Jdsi^t d-0.^ 

i LIT 
, Hi, i , . . . ,^Hfn 

tofj / ML / 
V L' 

fa- 

T Ww 
ytr(Jt;) n) y^osc^-r,-) 

Usifi'-_nr/) yx
M*(*l') Yf(l) 
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Integration over dfi
Pl' is performed using the delta function, and 

over d^K.,/ using the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics with 

the result 

if/i'X1-', t,(s)\h f, ^ Lt 

_ 2S~6 ir *>4 tat. 

// Jr* I l i L 
A 

#>r') 

y 

*f»L. 
(r r^rw"'^ 

Sty'-fl'Ko it,(s- y')\K, A> 

Rotation operators are used to express the spherical 

harmonics in terms of different angles. Explicitly, 

Yl (e,, p,) = s Df,.(a, e«a, ps) Y;' (0Kal, 0). 

The angles a, 0K;3, cpK;3 define the solid angle w. The plane 

cp = Tt is defined by the cross product K2 x P2 and the plane 
-3. ^ -X -V. 

cp = 0 by the cross products K2 x px and K2 x Ki. Using 

this in Equation (B. 3), 
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k/ L'j7 tn7' I K, LJ 7 mr7x 

_ 2 S(, n<r YL ( 
"Stoi' J 

d Ur Cl/A, 

Ml /*rt 

f 

\ 1‘ 
*1* 1 *”?/ \ 
L' 1 7' s (?r- 

hrt /H ^ I to 

l LIT) 

(8.9) 

<M/L'lt,(s -f*'J Ik, L'7 

C v*^°'0) C, V 

The summation over nu is performed using the fact that 

V* (0,0) = . 

For convenience, call 

S”T) In*.' *>t' | h*r>\ 

T! \1' i' \ u-' I 

fu D^,D;X C . 
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Using relations between the rotation operators (Edmonds, 

4.3.2), Aj“nj is expressed as 

A 
fa 

E 
fa} 

Mj 

X 

ht, to- 

7 

to toL / 

U 7' , 

V L' T\(J?' U j 

/ t J 5"/ ^ ' * 1) [toj h!u A' 
t L j' 

tjiO U ■K- 

where ^ is a 3 - j coefficient. 

Using another relation (Edmonds, 4.6.1), the integration over 

dw can be performed. This produces delta functions which are used 

to perform some of the summations. The resulting expression is 

toa toL 0 » 
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The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients expressed in terms of the 

3 - j coefficients and relations between the 3 - j coefficients 

(Edmonds, 3. 7. 8, 3. 7.6, 3. 6.11) are used to reduce Equation (B. 5) 

to 

djr^S. 
L' 1‘ T 

V n t 
L £ 7 \ 
o 

Replacing this in Equation (B. 4) yields 

tr/J'j K'L', J'V 11 (s) iA 9, K, L, 

Lmf (ZLLL)‘A - r r 
p/ l trr 1 »xr'**,*■,' 

<k,'L'lt,(s- %fr)\ k, L'> yjr(e^w o) 

2S6 

fi 

u J/ x 

V J/j 

M 
L % T 

S * 

(**«,*> 

Replacing this in Equation (B. 1) and performing the 

summations over J and mj using the delta function gives 
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tf/J jK'L' 
_ ^fs- r 

p; pC ^PL * f/*$) 

Jt L 
fa} 

4 Hj 

■ L' &' T' I / ’ L J> ~j'\ 
t*l* %/ MJI J ( ° ** ) 

W'-/ix) < V1 

Vf‘ (<%* o) 

The delta function is used to evaluate the integral over dn^ • 

From the kinematics, 

Pi2 = Kg + p2
2 — KBP2 COS 0 K3pg = Pi 2 • 

Therefore, 

5 (pi'3 - Pi") = » CPI'3 - K3 - |p3
3 - Kap2P«3p3) 

1 * f2Pl'3 - 2K3 - 1/2P33 

^ «*  

U,2 % J 2K* 
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1 . 2 p/2 - 2 K3
2 - 1/2 p2

2 „ , 
2 K2p2 - la 

It follows that 

IP/ “ ^P2I < K3 < \v2 + p/. 

In order for the wave function to have the proper symmetry, 

£ f>/ i, T'«,. I T VJ I ^ " > =• 

= K>‘ {fiJ'XL'jJtr'IT&W 

Applying these to Equation (B. 5) yields 

< A-/4' r«/i r'wi ^"> = < fX K:LJ TV I t, M I ? »> 

- fn 
p,' Jf' ̂ A 1 [ k* &0 (s( />3) 

0 
IfZ-iN 

r 
IL 

(L‘ ’ T ' ' 1 L Jl T ' 

> MJL 1 \ o -fnJt 

W 

vr(*/u .^rrS yL'%^ >) 

<K/L'I t, (-r- f/Oi tc.L'y 

< A ),KL, J'in7 '1 T‘(s )!?">] 

This is now a two dimensional integral equation. 



APPENDIX C 

SEPARABLE APPROXIMATION 

The purpose of this appendix is to set forth explicitly the 

reduction of the integral equation using the approximation of the two- 

body scattering amplitude as a function separable in the initial and 

final momenta. These amplitudes are generated by non-local 

separable potentials. 

Suppose the scattering amplitude can be approximated by 

using a one-term separable potential 

Putting this into the partial wave Faddeev equation (Equation 

[2.4]) produces 

<K'L'lt,(s - f fC) IK, L'> = v.' (k/) VL'(K,) 
n / r _ 3 Dl, (S - f pr) 

ip'-ifil 
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H f2L+/ 
JU 
H 

L' P 7' 
*i‘ "i* toa 

L 

O 

7/ 

m£ -toj, 

Y*(“I ***,,") £*?W> 

Vu'(k/) VL> (H») fL'(Ki ) VL' U\i) / o Is i "T
0 /
 l-r

1
 si 

0L,U-%tj'
s) ' A -C L jT iMT'lTe)\j>‘/] 

The factors VL' (K/) and DL' (s - 3/4 p/2) are not functions 

of the variable of integration and can be taken out of the integral. It 

can be seen that 

<Pi' K/ I/, j'mj'lTMs)!^ 

must involve VL' (K/) and p/ as multiplicative factors only. Thus, 

we take 

<pX K/L't7X\rMp">= yMh/l'L' T\'\Tls)\P"> 

This reduces the final equation to 

(fi7 L‘T\\TU\ry = 

oc p/^-iPx 

Dl, \s%fp^) f ^ Jkxt
ki-Go (s ) 
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H JlL + j 
XL 

M 

u ir r' \ f L 1 T* 
ML' Mj O "It ■tr>j 

ML ' 

TT) Yl' (j 

VL,(kj VJK) (f>JLT\‘\ T‘(s) | /">] 

This is now a set of coupled integral equations in one 

dimension which may be solved numerically. 

The reduction considering only S-wave interactions and a 

multi-term separable potential is now shown. 

The scattering amplitude is given by 

Applying this to the S-wave Faddeev equation, 

<p/°JKl'OjOQ ITl(s)l p"> - < p/oyi</o, oo liras’) J^"> 

H 
rrp; 

cj 
Vctk/) 

Oj K.OjOo}T'(s)lf"y] 
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We take 

,(p'°i K'o,00
1TVD| p"> = <p/o, x;o1oo\t,<s)\p"> 

+ z y-^Xc(p;,s). 

This reduces the equation to the form 

(fu ^ - 

CK> f\*"k.F>X 

Pc (f/j s ^ ~ F J J ^2 

G.(*W J ^ 

where 

AM A 
VV ^ 

(fie (f,'t s) - 'F I" A j ^ ^ 6*^ 
/AM A/ 

2T C(j(T~7Af%'L) ^(>°ik>°job \ falf'^1- 
J 
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Thus, the equation is reduced to a set of coupled one 

dimensional equations. 
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